
 

 

 

 

 

 



"Whistle act" 
Comic act by Jimmy Delp 

 
Synopsis :  
Whistles multiply like magic in Jimmy Delp’s mouth. 

An effective and simple act that always leads to the crazy laughter of  the public. 

All Audiences  
Duration : 4 minutes 
 

  
 

References of the artist :  
 
+ than 10 Tv shows : America’s Got Talent, le Plus grand cabaret du monde, Touche pas à 
mon poste, Signé Taloche, C’est mon choix…  
Magic Live convention à Las Vegas, Disneyland, Club Med, Festival d'Avignon, Parc Saint Paul, 
Folies Bergère, Cirque d’Amiens, Hermes, Renault, Dior, Mercedes...  
Tour in fiftheen countries around the globe : Afrique, Corée, Etats-Unis, Angleterre, 
Slovénie… 
Rewards won by the artist : 



France Vice champion FFAP 2016 in magic and comedy 
First  magic price & comedy "Arteco Production"  
First price of comic magic "Talent de scène"  
Public comedy price "Lys d'or"  
Holder of the Merlin d'or   

 
   

 

 

Benefits for the employer :  

 

Visual and sound act, watchable until 2000 viewers 

Compact and light act, fits in the pocket 

Funny and surprising act 

Multicultural  universe and humor 

Success and laughs garanteed 
+ than 20 reaction of the public 

An act that could be an interlude 

A memorable  and unforgettable act 

 
 
 
 
 
Particular needs :         



 
-    Number of persons for the act : 1  
-    For the meals, prepare vegeterian meals as well as vegetables. 
-   Jimmy uses lots of energy during his act so it’s better to leave him off in the mornings and 
prepare technical timings and first appointments in the afternoon.  
 
 
 
Technical informations :  
 
LODGE :                                         -     For the settings of the numerous costumes the lodge has 
to be spacious and reserved exclusively for Jimmy and his technician (10m² minimum) with 
large mirrors, lightning, chairs, tables, water bottles, fruits, french electric adaptators, 
window on the outside and a large dressing.  
  
 
  
TIMING :                                    -     Duration of the act : 3 minutes 00                  

-     Settings of the act on stage : 0 seconde    
-     Dismantling of the act on stage : 0 seconde                                                    
-     Preparation time in backstage : 20 minutes                                                     
-     Dismantling and evacuation of the equipment: 20 minutes                      

 
 
LIGHTNING :                           
 
- Adapted lightning on stage producing full fire and multiple lightning ambience and lyres in 
AGAINST (a pursuit if possible). 
 
SOUND :                                           
- Prepare a microphone helmet, so that Jimmy sounds his onomatopeias. 
-Facade speakers adapted to the rooms heigh – stage backup- Usb Connexion- Mixing Table 
with XLR free microphone entrance- Sound and Light technician available and qualified.  
 

.  
 STAGE :                  
-    Prepare 2 tray technicians to install and uninstall Jimmy’s equipment. 
-    Minimum dimensions: 2m openess X 2m of minimum deepness                                                            

 
Conduct of lights  

 
Pursuit of the act 

+ 

 
1 board full fire and lyres in decoration 

 
 

Conduct of Sound 



Important : there’s no sound or microphone at the beginning 
Unmute the microphone when Jimmy coughs. 
Start the music when Jimmy pulls out the whistle of his bum and gets applause. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


